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Abstract: Postuluting the existence of abstract 
representational units appears useful in speech research. For 
instance, such units can be used to partition a large lexicon 
for word·candidate hypothcsization [8] [4), or to specify 
phonetic deletion and modification sites. l-lowevcr, since 
such linguistic representations lmvc at best an indirect 
realization in the physical signal. it lws proven difficult to 
build clnssi licrs for these units. Therefore, recognition 
systems gener<11ly use less <1bstrnct units such as spectral 
templates. We argue that the difficulty of classifying abstract 
units docs not preclude using these units in recognition. In 
particulor, constraint·based systems provide a mechanism for 
exµloiting absLract linguistic knowledge m the acoustic level. 

Introduction 

Work on lexical and phonological representation 
:t~sumes the existence of abstract units such as phonemes or 
allophones. Powcrfl•I general principles have been identified 
operating under this assumption. However, attempts at 
de\ eloping recognizers which use similar units have met with 
difficulty (cf. (6]). Thus, systems for clnssi fying the acoustic 
signul genernlly use representations which are for less 
abstract (e.g., templates. vector quantized spectra, etc.). 

We consider some of the reasons that it is di!licult to 
recognize abstrnct units such as phonemes from the speech 
signal. Then we tum 10 the limitations or current recognition 
systems. Finally we sug!!,csl how some of these limitations 
may be overcome by form11lating lexical and phonological 
knowledge as constraints on ;icoustic data. 

These constraint-based modds can be used to specify 
that certain ,1coustic patterns arc consistent with u given 
word. They may alsu specify that certain acoustic 
information is inconsistent with the presence of a given 
word. ·111e critical idea is that or viewing recognition n~ 
consistency checking. 1l1is idea contrasts strongly with the 
use of abstract uni Lo; in transfo1mntional systems. 

Rc.:ognb:ing Ahstrnct Units is Hard 

1l1c difficulty of recognizing abstract units such as 
phones or diphoncs from the speech signal is attributable to 
several factors. First is the problem of segmenting the 
speech signal into phonetic-sized units. Certain regions or an 
utterance do not clearly correspond to any particular 
phoneme or other abstract unit. Furthermore, segmentation 
errors cause the insertion and deletion of phonetic units. 

Second is the difficulty of classifying the segments that 
huvc been identified. Variation across talkers causes a given 
abstrnct unit to have different realizations for different 
talkers. These may even overlap, as in the ca~e of /s/ and 
/~/. Phonetic sized units can also be di mcult to classify 
because lhey arc distorted dL1c to contextual effects (e.g., the 
/t/ in a /lr/ cluster). Third. certain regions of an utterance 
arc often difficult to classify. such as unstressed syllables. 
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Thus, a given classilicr will perform very well only in 
certain regions of an utterance, or for certain talkers. This 
suggests Jelling the clnssil1cr do "only as much as can be 
done reliably." However, this means that no single abstract 
level of representation is su llicient. 

On top of all this, having identified a sequence of 
abstract units it is still difficult to do word recognition. Part 
of the problem is the phonological varintion in the 
production of individual words. Deletion, epenthesis, and 
other phonological modifications can cause extreme 
departures from the canonical form. 

'n,c problem of mapping from a sound sequence to 
words is even harder in the case of continuous speech 
because the limit of the match is not geni::rally known. For 
instance, it is well known that in lluent speech the phrnsc 
"did you go to the .. " (/dld#yuwtfgow#thuw#lfa/) can be 
produced as [ct1JogoD01'iJ]. 

Considerable attention lrns been pnid to the problem of 
recognizing words from phonetic sequences. The most 
common arpronch is to forn111lnte transformationnl rules 
which characterize rhonological vmbtion. Such rules map 
lexical basclbrms to surf:1ce phonetic strings. This mapping 
is then either used to expand each lexical entry into all 
possible surface forms, or to transform an input sequence 
into its possible underlying li.1rms (7J. Howe\·cr. this assumes 
that all pronunciations cun be anl ici1>aled :111d captured by 
the rules. Furthermore, !>incc these rules arc based on 
phonetic trnnscriptions, it is a!,'S1tmed that Lhc output of 1hc 
classifier is adequately cletuiled and relatively error free. 
1l1esc assumptions have not been borne out in actual 
speech. 

Current Recognition Syslcms :ire Limited 

Using acoustic representations for recognition 
seemingly bypasses the problems of classilicalion and 
retrieving the underlying phonemic lbrm. However, such 
systems only work for restricted ta:-1:s. While the fBM 
recognizer [1] is perhaps the most successful system to date. it 
appears to be reaching the limit of the approach. 

The I BM recognizer searches the entire lexicon in 
recognizing each word. The most obvious consequence of 
this is the large amount of computation required. A more 
serious problem is that the distance between an unknown 
word and each lexical entry does not provide very strong 
discrimination among the possibilities. This is parlly due to 
the fact that distance metrics arc sensitive to acoustic 
diflcrences, whereas phonologicnl processes can cause lnrgc 
acoustic differences between pronunciations of the same 
word. These difTcrcnccs can be as lorge as those between 
different words, as when "balloon" is pronounced "b'loon", 
which is acoustically similar to "bloom". 

As a resull, the IBiVI system relies heavily on word 
tri·gram probabilities for its perrormancc, These 
probabilities arc obtained by observing word triples in a 
large training corpus. However, the use of tri-gram models 
makes it dimcult to add new words because their 
probabilitcs must be estimated. Furthermore, tri-gmms arc 
not good models of novel sentences even from the same 
vocabulary. For a 1.8 million word corpus of text, the 
tri·grums found in one 1.5 million word :;ubset covered only 
77% of the tri·grams observed in the remaining 300,000 
words [SJ. 

·nius while tri·grams provide substantial constraint. 
they arc too spcci fie i1t that they don't capture general 
properties of English. However, 11 more general 
characterization or .allowable word sequences is unlikely to 
provide nearly as much constraint. For cxmnplc. auempts at 
using synrnctic constraints in sriecch recognition have 



required using artilicially simple grammars to appreciably 
limit the possible word cm1didates l6J. ·n1crefore, some other 
source of constraint will be needed in order to develop the 
next generation or recognition systems. 

A Look ;1l Using Ahstrncl Unils in Recognition 

There arc three potential advantages of using abstract 
representational uniLS in recognition. First, exploiting 
phonological information as a source of constraint in 
recognition requires using an abstract representation. 
Second, training a system (or adapting it to new speakers) 
can be greatly sirnplilied by the use of abstruct units. Third, 
abstract representations enable the use of non-exhaustive 
matching techniques in lexical access. 

With respect to the problem of training, abstract sound 
units can be used to bootstrap the training process by 
representing each word in terms of component parts. 
Training then operates over this smaller set of units rather 
than over words. In a very large vocabulury system, such a 
bootstrapping process appears necessary. For example, the 
IBM system uses phonetic-si2cd units for training. 

With respect to the problem of mulching and lexical 
access, there arc two ways in which abstract units can be 
used. The firsL is to search only part of the lexicon, rather 
than matching against every entry and picking the best 
match. The second is to match against only some of the 
in formation in each lexical entry being considered, 
depending for example on the certainty of the classifier. 

While the use of:ibslrnct units can theoretically address 
such issues, the foct of the matter is that systems have been 
relatively unsuccessful at uc;ing abstract units. We claim that 
this can be traced to the framework within which abstract 
properties have been formulated, rather than to the use of 
abstrnct units per se. 

For instance, if phonological rules captured the 
variability in speech, then lexical access could simply be 
done by table lookup. Yet as we noted above, there is 
substantial variabilily which cannot be accounted for by 
rules, and this causes classification errors. 1lrns, the 
transformational fbrmulution does not get around the 
problem of exhaustive search of the lexicon. 

Another approach which uses abstract units is to 
characterize what is stable or reliable about a given lexical 
entry, rather than trying to capture variability. This 
approach has been taken by Shipman, Z11c and Hultcnlochcr 
in their work on partitioning the lexicon into equivalence 
classes of words sharing the same features. For cxmnple, 
manner of articul.ition features cun be used Lo purlition a 
20,000 word lexicon into classes of only about 30 words on 
average, 

Using this approach, icleally only that subset of the 
lexicon corresronding to a given feature sequence must be 
searched in lexical access. l-lowevcr, this assumes lhat each 
word has a snwll number of partial rcrrc~cntations as output 
by the classilicr. While the proposed partial representations 

arc less sensitive to variability than phonetic representations, 
this still may not be a reasonable assumption. 

Conclusion 

In the previous section we have seen that systems 
which use abstract phonetic units have been developed based 
on the assumption that these units have reliable acoustic 
correlates. One example of this was translbrmationnl 
systems which view recognition as mapping between 
sequences or abstract units. In order to apply these 
transfonm1tions, the abstract units must first be reliably 
classifiable from the acoustic signal. Abslract units often do 
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not have reliable acoustic manifestations, however. ·me 
absence of these correlates has led to the development of 
acoustically-based systems which do not use linguistic 
constraints at all. 

While abstract units do not have reliable acoustic 
corrdatcs, a given abstract unit is only consistent with certuin 
acoustic patterns. Since constraint-based modcl.s can be _used 
to specify what acoustic information is consistent_ with a 
given abstract unit, they arc a convenient formalism for 
expressing such knowledge. In particular these models 
provide a means for expressing partial and redundant 
information (9) (2] (3). This ability to exploit multiple_ levels 
or specificity means the classifier can be allowed to do as 
much as il can, while still using a lexical partitioning bused 
on abstract representational properties. 
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